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Introduction 

1.1. Hyperthermia 

Body temperature (Tb) in warm-blooded animals is maintained at a relatively steady level called 

balance point. When the Tb is increased above this level, fever or hyperthermia occurs (47). An 

elevated Tb can be helpful, e.g., fever in fighting against microorganisms crossing the barriers 

of the body. However, excessive hyperthermia may be harmful causing irreversible tissue 

damages e.g., in case of a heat stroke. Hyperthermia can be triggered by endogenous and 

exogenous stimuli. 

1.2. Cholecystokinin (CCK) as an endogenous hyperthermia-inducing substance 

CCK, a gut hormone and brain neurotransmitter, evokes its effects mainly through two 

receptors: CCK1, located primarily in the gastrointestinal tract, and CCK2, expressed 

predominantly in the central nervous system (35). The contribution of CCK to the regulation of 

complex energy balance was well established by the discovery of decreased food intake induced 

by CCK administration in rats, monkeys, and humans (16, 17, 28). In the early 1980s, a role for 

CCK in the thermoregulation system, which is also part of energy balance (15), was suggested 

(9), and later it was concluded that activation of the two CCK receptors differently affects body 

temperature (62). When administered peripherally, CCK caused hypothermia, which was 

mediated by CCK1 receptors (43, 60), while the administration of CCK into the central nervous 

system resulted in fever-like hyperthermia through the activation of CCK2 receptors (58, 60). 

The hyperthermic response to CCK suggested a link between central CCK signaling and 

systemic inflammation-associated fever. 
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1.3. The role of cyclooxygenase (COX) enzymes in lipopolysaccharide (LPS) induced 

fever 

In animal models, the administration of bacterial lipopolysaccharide (LPS) in a thermally 

neutral environment is commonly used to induce fever, which is typically polyphasic (14). In 

rats, the febrile response entails the activation of cold-defense mechanisms, which include 

behavioral (warmth seeking) and autonomic thermoeffectors (skin vasoconstriction and non-

shivering thermogenesis). Fever is mediated by the cyclooxygenase (COX)-2 – prostaglandin 

(PG) E2 pathway, which is activated first in hepatic and pulmonary macrophages and later in 

brain endothelial cells (54). In the brain [for reviews, see (14, 33)], PGE2 acts on EP3-

expressing, γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA)ergic preoptic neurons in the preoptic area of the 

hypothalamus, which tonically inhibit cutaneous vasoconstriction through projections to the 

rostral raphe pallidus (rRPa) as well as non-shivering thermogenesis in brown adipose tissue 

through projections to the dorsal hypothalamic area (DA). Hence, PGE2 reduces the activity of 

GABAergic preoptic neurons, and thereby it disinhibits downstream neural substrates (in rRPa 

and DA) to activate the cold-defense effectors (skin vasoconstriction and thermogenesis), 

resulting in fever response (for reviews, see Morrison and Nakamura 2019 and Garami et al. 

2018). 

Based on similarities between the thermoregulatory effects of centrally administered CCK and 

PGE, it was suggested that CCK also participates in the modulation of the febrile response to 

LPS, but its relation to the COX-PGE pathway remained controversial (61). 
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1.4. The interaction between CCK and the COX-PGE pathway 

Similarly to the PGE-induced rise in deep Tb, skin vasoconstriction and enhanced 

thermogenesis were also observed to contribute to the hyperthermic response to 

intracerebroventricularly (icv) administered CCK octapeptide (CCK-8) (58-60). Moreover, the 

first phase of LPS fever was attenuated by a pharmacological antagonist of the CCK2 receptor 

(59), while the genetic disruption of the CCK2 receptor gene suppressed the early and late 

changes in Tb induced by LPS (63), suggesting that central CCK signaling modulates the fever 

response. However, COX inhibition with indomethacin did not affect CCK-8-induced 

hyperthermia (25, 59) and PGE-induced hyperthermia was not influenced by CCK receptor 

blockers (60), which results question the interaction between the thermal actions of CCK 

signaling and the COX–PGE pathway. 

1.5. Menthol as an exogenous hyperthermia-inducing substance 

Menthol (2-isopropyl-5-methylcyclohexanol) is a lipophilic, organic compound which can be 

extracted from essential oils of aromatic plants or produced synthetically (11, 24). The most 

common naturally occurring form of menthol is the L-isomer, which is used in various products, 

e.g., candies, beverages, cigarettes, and toothpastes, mainly because of its cooling, analgesic, 

and anti-inflammatory effects (24, 40). From animal experiments it is known that the TRPM8 

channel, formerly called as menthol receptor, is a universal cold sensor in the thermoregulation 

system. The pharmacological modulation of TRPM8 changes the activity of the cold-activated 

neural pathway (1), which raises the possibility that activation of TRPM8 with ligand agonists 

like menthol can have similar effects to physical cooling before or during physical exercise. 
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Indeed, in human studies menthol administration resulted in increased thermogenesis (8), 

decreased sweating (29), and more pronounced skin vasoconstriction (19, 32), consequently in 

elevated deep Tb (18); that is the same pattern of thermoregulatory effector recruitment which 

can be observed as part of the cold-defence responses (46).  

1.6. The effect of menthol during physical exercise 

It has long been assumed that menthol might improve different aspects of physical performance 

such as endurance, speed, strength, and joint range of motion, consequently it is often used by 

athletes in the form of sprays, creams, tapes, beverages, etc. (7, 56). Warming-up before an 

exercise is often used to optimize muscle temperature and, thereby, maximal muscle power 

production, however, at high ambient temperatures (Ta), it increases the thermal and circulatory 

strain (41). Endurance exercise capacity at a high Ta is impaired by heat stress prior to exercise 

(39), and hyperthermia induces fatigue during short intense activities and prolonged exercise in 

the heat (37). On the contrary, physical cooling of the body before and during exercise in the 

warmth improves exercise endurance and reduces cardiovascular strain (20). A recent meta-

analysis of 45 studies also concluded that physical cooling improves aerobic and anaerobic 

exercise performance in hot conditions (10).  

1.7. The presumable risk of menthol use during physical exercise 

Importantly, the menthol-induced decrease in heat loss and elevation in deep Tb can increase 

the risk for heat exhaustion and adverse cardiovascular events in the warmth (18, 29), therefore, 

the safety of menthol application in physical exercise, especially at high Ta, remains 

questionable. In contrast with the aforementioned studies showing an increased risk for the 
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onset of heat-related illnesses in association with menthol application, several human studies 

showed beneficial effects of menthol on physiological, psychological, and performance 

parameters during physical exercise (12, 23, 34, 44, 45, 50, 53, 55, 57), while a decent number 

of studies found no effect (3-5, 51). The observed discrepancies among the studies may 

originate from differences in study designs, application methods (route of administration, 

dosage, location of the administration, and the surface area), and experimental conditions (e.g., 

Ta). 

Menthol-containing products can be administered externally (e.g., in spray or gel form) or 

internally (e.g., mouth rinse, beverage consumption). External application has been shown to 

be more beneficial than the internal in sports physiology and on endurance performance (6, 12, 

29, 50), whereas other authors found that internally applied menthol is more effective (23, 34, 

44, 55, 57), and yet others showed no effect of menthol independently from the application 

method (3-5, 51, 53). 

 

2. Aims 

The current study investigated the development and action mechanisms of hyperthermia 

induced by an endogenous or an exogenous substance (CCK and menthol, respectively). In 

particular, the goals of our study were the followings: 

- to investigate in an animal model whether the hyperthermic and satiety responses to central 

administration of CCK (as an endogenous substance) depend on the COX pathway. To this end, 
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we studied whether COX inhibitors affect the Tb responses and neuronal activation patterns in 

thermoregulation-related brain structures in rats treated centrally with CCK (27); 

- to study in a meta-analysis how menthol administration (as an exogenous hyperthermia-

inducing substance) affects the changes in perceptual and physiological parameters of 

thermoregulation, and in indicators (viz., power output and performance time) of the overall 

endurance performance during physical exercise in healthy humans (26). 

 

3. Materials and methods 

3.1. CCK as an endogenous hyperthermic substance 

3.1.1. Animals 

Our experiments were performed in 220 adult male Wistar rats (27). The rats were extensively 

handled and habituated to staying inside wire-mesh cylindrical confiners, as in earlier studies 

(13, 48). The cylindrical confiner prevented the animal from turning around but allowed for 

some back-and-forth movements; it was used throughout the thermometry experiments and for 

substance administration at the beginning of the feeding experiments. 

3.1.2. Surgeries 

Each rat was implanted with an icv cannula and with either an intraperitoneal (ip) or an 

intravenous (iv) catheter in the same anesthesia. The experiments were performed 4-7 days after 

the surgery. Implantation of the icv cannula was performed as described earlier (2).  
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For ip catheter implantation, a small midline incision was made on the abdominal wall, and 

then a polyethylene (PE)-50 catheter filled with pyrogen-free saline was inserted into the 

peritoneal cavity. The internal end of the catheter was fixed to the left side of the abdominal 

wall with a suture; the free end of the catheter was tunneled under the skin to the nape where it 

was exteriorized and heat-sealed. For iv catheterization, a small longitudinal incision was made 

on the ventral surface of the neck, left to the trachea. The left jugular vein was exposed, cleared 

from its surrounding connective tissue, and ligated. A silicone catheter filled with heparinized 

saline (10 U/ml) was passed into the superior vena cava through the jugular vein and secured 

in place with ligatures. The free end of the catheter was knotted, tunneled under the skin to the 

nape, and exteriorized. The wound on the ventral surface of the neck was sutured. 

3.1.3. Thermocouple thermometry 

In the thermocouple thermometry setup, the rat was placed in a cylindrical confiner and 

equipped with a copper-constantan thermocouple to measure colonic temperature (Tc). The 

colonic thermocouple was inserted 10 cm deep beyond the anal sphincter and was fixed to the 

base of the tail with a loop of adhesive tape. The thermocouple was plugged into a data logger 

device connected to a computer. Rats in their confiners were then placed into a temperature-

controlled incubator set to a Ta of ~30°C, which is at the lower end of the thermoneutral zone 

for rats in this setup, and also neutral for adult rats in similar setups (48). A needle injector was 

fitted into the icv guide cannula and connected to a PE-50 extension, which was passed through 

a port of the incubator and connected to a 10-μl syringe. The ip or iv catheter was also connected 

to a PE-50 extension filled with the drug of interest or saline. 
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3.1.4. CCK-induced anorexia test 

The anorexigenic response to CCK was tested by measuring the changes in the body mass of 

the rats after a 24-hour food deprivation. On the morning of the experiment, the rat was placed 

in a restrainer and infused ip with metamizol or saline. Thirty minutes later the rat was injected 

icv with CCK or saline and was kept in the restrainer for another 30 minutes after the injection. 

Then, the rat was weighed and returned to its home cage, where standard rodent chow was 

available ad libitum. Three hours later the rat was weighed again and the difference in body 

mass between 0 and 3 hours was expressed as percentage. 

3.1.5. Immunohistochemistry 

The c-Fos staining was performed as in earlier studies (2, 30). In each brain, the cell counts 

positive for c-Fos were determined in five serial sections, each interspaced by 60 μm in the 

medial preoptic area (MPO), DA, rRPa, and ventromedial hypothalamus (VMH). 

3.1.6. Data processing and analysis 

Changes in Tb were compared by two-way ANOVA, while changes in body mass and the 

numbers of the c-Fos positive cells were compared with one-way ANOVA, as appropriate. 

ANOVA was followed by the Student-Newman-Keuls post hoc test. The effects were 

considered significant when P < 0.05. All data are reported as mean ± standard error (SE). 

3.2. Menthol as an exogenous hyperthermic substance 

Our meta-analysis (26) was based on the Participants, Intervention, Comparison, and Outcome 

model: in physically active, healthy participants, we investigated the effects of menthol 
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application compared to controls (i.e., no menthol or placebo treatment) on physiological and 

perceptual parameters and on indicators of endurance performance during physical exercise.  

3.2.1. Search strategy 

A search of the PubMed, EMBASE, and Cochrane Controlled Trials Registry databases was 

performed until May 2020 using the following search key: “(menthol OR mint OR peppermint 

OR mentha OR spearmint) AND (temperature OR “heart rate” OR “oxygen uptake” OR lactate 

OR “sweat rate” OR “physical performance” OR exhaustion)”. We restricted our search to 

randomized controlled human trials published in English without time period limitations. A 

manual search of the reference lists of identified full-text articles was also performed in Google 

Scholar for eligible studies.  

3.2.2. Study selection and data extraction 

After screening on the titles and abstracts of the identified publications, the full texts of eligible 

articles were obtained. We included studies which reported at least one of the following values: 

thermal sensation (TS), thermal comfort (TC), Tb, sweat production, heart rate, performance 

time, and power output in menthol-treated and control healthy subjects before and during 

physical exercise. For all parameters, the maximal change from baseline after menthol treatment 

(and the corresponding value at the same time point in the control group) was extracted to assess 

the acute effect of menthol. In each study we calculated the difference between the menthol-

treated and control groups, which was then included in the analyses. From all included articles, 

we extracted the group size, the reported mean values and standard deviations (SD) of the 

parameters of interest, and the level of statistical significance (P value). To analyze the effects 
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of menthol under different conditions, main influencing factors were grouped in three 

categories: characteristics of the subject (body mass index [BMI] and heat acclimation), study 

protocol (trial type and menthol administration method), and environmental circumstances 

(airflow and Ta). 

3.2.3. Statistical analysis 

In each study, we calculated the maximum change in the outcome parameter from baseline after 

menthol application and the change from baseline until the same time point in the control group. 

Then, we calculated the weighted mean difference (WMD) with 95% confidence interval (CI) 

in the change of the parameter between the menthol-treated and the control groups. The 

statistical analysis was performed according to the standard methods of meta-analysis by using 

a random effects model. The effects were considered significant when P < 0.05. 

Inter-study heterogeneity was tested with the Q homogeneity test and with the I2 statistical test, 

where I2 is the proportion of total variation attributable to between-study variability (an I2 value 

of more than 50% was considered as an indication of considerable heterogeneity). To evaluate 

the quality of the included trials, two independent reviewers assessed the risk of bias according 

to the Cochrane Handbook (21). 
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4. Results 

4.1. CCK as an endogenous hyperthermic substance 

4.1.1. Dependence of the hyperthermic and anorexic effects of centrally 

administered CCK on COX enzymes in rats 

First, we characterized the thermoregulatory effect of CCK administered icv in rats (27). As 

expected, in response to CCK the rats developed a marked elevation in Tb, whereas 

administration of saline did not cause any effects. The hyperthermic response to CCK 

developed promptly (in less than 10 min) and Tb reached the highest mean increase of 0.4 ± 

0.1°C at 20 min (P = 0.007), then it gradually decreased, but remained elevated compared to 

saline treatment throughout the experiment. 

In order to study the involvement of the COX enzymes in the development of CCK-induced 

hyperthermia, the rats were treated with the nonselective COX inhibitor metamizol (120 mg/kg; 

ip) 30 minutes preceding the icv administration of CCK. The effect of the pretreatment was 

significant on the Tb response in CCK-treated rats [ANOVA, F(1,304) = 62.994, P < 0.001]. In 

the metamizol-pretreated rats the hyperthermic response to CCK was abolished as compared to 

ip saline pretreatment, reaching the level of significance at 10-40 and 110-160 min between the 

pretreatment groups (P < 0.05). 

We also wanted to know whether the inhibition of COX enzymes attenuates the anorexic effect 

of CCK. For that reason, in another set of experiments, 24-hours fasted rats were treated with 

metamizol or saline before the icv administration of CCK or saline. As expected, in saline-

pretreated rats, the injection of CCK significantly reduced the gain of body mass during 3-hour 
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refeeding as compared to icv saline injection (1.6 ± 0.3 vs. 2.6 ± 0.3%, P < 0.05). Importantly, 

however, we did not detect any significant difference in CCK-induced anorexia between the 

metamizol- and saline-pretreated rats [ANOVA, F(1,21) = 0.532, P = 0.474]. 

4.1.2. CCK-induced changes in c-Fos expression in thermoregulation- and 

feeding-related brain nuclei and their dependence on COX activation 

We hypothesized that blocking CCK-induced hyperthermia with a COX-inhibitor changes the 

activation of hypothalamic efferent neurons controlling autonomic thermoeffector responses. 

To test this hypothesis, we measured expression of the inducible transcription factor c-Fos, a 

marker of neuronal activation in the MPO, DA, and rRPa, which nuclei contribute to the 

autonomic thermoregulatory responses to cooling and PGE2. We found a significant decrease 

in the number of c-Fos positive cells in the MPO in response to CCK as compared to icv 

administration of saline (8.3 ± 0.9 vs. 27.3 ± 1.1, P < 0.001), whereas CCK increased c-Fos 

immunoreactivity expression in the DA (69.1 ± 1.9 vs. 31.9 ± 3.2, P < 0.001) and the rRPa 

(11.3 ± 1.6 vs. 5.1 ± 0.9, P < 0.01) compared to saline. Pretreatment of the rats with metamizol 

ip completely reversed the CCK-induced changes in the number of c-Fos positive cells in the 

MPO (36.1 ± 5.9, P < 0.001), DA (28.7 ± 3.9, P < 0.001), and rRPa (5.4 ± 1.07, P < 0.01) 

compared to ip saline pretreatment. 

We wanted to confirm that CCK-induced anorexia involves changes in the neuronal activation 

of the VMH, which harbors neurons involved in the regulation of food intake, and to study 

whether the observed changes can be influenced by the inhibition of COX. CCK induced an 

elevation in c-Fos positive cell number in the VMH (91.2 ± 6.7 vs. 35.7 ± 13.0, P < 0.001) 

compared to icv saline administration. In contrast with our results in thermoregulatory nuclei, 
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the ip pretreatment with metamizol had no effect on the CCK-induced neuronal activation in 

the VMH (98.7 ± 13.3, P = 0.505) compared to saline pretreatment. 

4.1.3. Effects of selective COX-2 inhibitors on CCK-induced hyperthermia 

Since CCK induced a rise in Tb, we hypothesized that COX-2 is responsible for the mediation 

of its thermal effect. To test our hypothesis, we studied the effects of two different preferential 

COX-2 inhibitors, meloxicam and etoricoxib, on CCK-induced hyperthermia. As expected, the 

hyperthermic effect of icv administered CCK was significant compared to saline [ANOVA, 

F(1,285) = 30.386, P < 0.001] in ip saline-pretreated rats. However, when the rats were pretreated 

with meloxicam or etoricoxib ip, the icv injection of CCK did not cause any change in Tb of the 

rats. As compared to ip saline pretreatment, the effect was significant for both etoricoxib 

[ANOVA, F(1,247) = 105.804, P < 0.001] and meloxicam [ANOVA, F(1,266) = 82.613, P < 0.001]. 

The CCK-induced hyperthermia was attenuated by meloxicam at 20-30, 50, 80, and 100-180 

min (P < 0.05), and by etoricoxib at 20-50, 70-80, and 100-180 min (P < 0.05) during the 

experiments. 

4.1.4. Effect of the CCK2 antagonist YM022 on LPS-induced fever 

After we showed that the hyperthermic response to CCK is mediated by COX-2, we wanted to 

know whether CCK signaling in the central nervous system contributes to fever induced by 

bacterial endotoxin, which response is known to be mediated by COX-2 (14). Previous studies 

showed that CCK-induced hyperthermia is triggered mainly via CCK2 receptors in the brain 

(60, 63), thus in our experiments we focused on the role of the CCK2 receptor in LPS-induced 

fever. As expected, the iv infusion of low-dose LPS in a thermoneutral environment caused a 
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polyphasic febrile response in rats administered icv with the vehicle of YM022 before LPS; the 

three phases were peaking at 50-60, 100-120, and 300-330 min. When the rats were infused icv 

with YM022 before the LPS infusion, the first two phases of the fever response to LPS did not 

differ from what was observed in vehicle-pretreated rats, however the third febrile phase was 

markedly attenuated, reaching the level of significance (P < 0.05) at 280 and 300-360 min. 

4.2. Menthol as an exogenous hyperthermic substance 

4.2.1. Study selection and characteristics 

After characterizing the mechanisms of the hyperthermic response to CCK in rats, in the 

remaining of the work, we wanted to know whether the application of a hyperthermic substance 

(i.e., menthol) in humans influences different physiological and mental parameters of physical 

activity. For that we conducted a meta-analysis (26). 

Until May 2020, a total of 2,448 records were retrieved from the PubMed (n = 863), EMBASE 

(n = 1,437), and Cochrane (n = 137) databases and 11 records from other sources (e.g., Google 

Scholar). Finally, 17 papers provided eligible data for qualitative and quantitative analyses (3-

6, 12, 18, 23, 29, 34, 44, 45, 49-51, 53, 55, 57). 

4.2.2. Perceptual responses 

First, we studied how menthol application influences perceptual responses, viz., TS and TC 

during exercise. As it could be expected based on to the cold-mimicking effect of menthol-

containing products (11), the TS score decreased in the menthol-treated groups as compared to 

controls in seven studies (3, 5, 6, 23, 49, 50, 57), while two studies reported a slight increase in 

TS (12, 50). Accordingly, the overall WMD between the menthol-treated and control groups 
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was − 1.65 (95% CI, − 2.96 to − 0.33; P = 0.014). The TC score decreased during physical 

exercise compared to baseline in all groups, but the magnitude of the decrease was smaller in 

the menthol-treated group than in controls by a WMD of 1.42 (95% CI, − 0.13 to 2.96; P = 

0.073), which indicates that the perceived temperature was more comfortable (i.e., not so hot) 

after menthol administration compared to controls. 

4.2.3. Thermophysiological responses 

We could extract sufficient data for the analysis of three thermoregulatory parameters: sweat 

production (an indicator of the activity of autonomic heat-dissipating mechanisms), heart rate 

(a nonspecific indicator of metabolic rate), and deep Tb (i.e., the tightly controlled parameter in 

thermoregulation). We found that the volume of sweat production did not differ significantly 

between the menthol-treated and control groups during exercise (WMD = − 24.10 ml; 95% CI, 

− 139.59 to 91.39 ml). Similar to sweat production menthol also did not have a meaningful 

effect on the exercise-induced increase in deep Tb compared to the control group (WMD = 

0.02°C; 95% CI, − 0.11 to 0.15°C). Furthermore, there was no significant difference in exercise-

induced elevation of heart rate between the treatment groups (WMD = 2.67 bpm; 95% CI − 

0.74 to 6.09 bpm). 

4.2.4. Performance time 

Overall, the performance time did not differ statistically between menthol-treated and control 

groups in TT protocols (WMD = − 0.52 min; 95% CI, − 1.37 to 0.34 min) and TTE tests (WMD 

= 1.04 min; 95% CI, − 0.47 to 2.55 min). 
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In the TT protocols, no meaningful difference was observed in the effect of menthol between 

subgroups of higher (above 23.5) BMI and lower (21.4–23.5) BMI. However, in the TTE tests, 

among athletes with higher BMI, performance time increased significantly in the menthol-

treated group compared to controls (WMD = 2.57 min; 95% CI 1.76 to 3.39 min), whereas 

menthol tended to decrease performance time in the lower BMI group (WMD = − 3.20 min; 

95% CI − 8.81 to 2.42 min). The WMD between the treatment groups was markedly bigger in 

the higher than in the lower BMI subgroup (P < 0.001). When we compared the effect of 

external and internal menthol application on endurance performance, we found that external 

application of menthol markedly increased performance time compared to internal application 

in TTE exercise protocols (WMD = 0.83 min; 95% CI − 1.95 to 3.60 min versus 0.40 min, 95% 

CI, − 0.03 to 0.83 min; P < 0.001), while in the other subgroups no significant effect was 

detected. 

 

5. Discussion 

In our study, we investigated different aspects of hyperthermia. First, we studied the 

mechanisms of the hyperthermic effects of CCK in a rat model and identified the involved 

molecular pathways and neural structures. Then, as a translational approach to show the 

importance of the use of hyperthermia-inducing substances in humans, we analyzed the effects 

of menthol application on thermophysiological parameters and on sport performance in human 

subjects and demonstrated its beneficial effects and safety. 
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In the first part of our work (27), for the first time of our knowledge, we showed that the 

hyperthermic response to the icv administration of CCK involves changes in the activity of 

thermoregulatory nuclei, viz., the MPO, DA and rRPa that belong to the efferent neuronal 

pathways of autonomic thermoeffectors. Inhibition of the COX pathway with selective COX-2 

and non-selective COX inhibitors attenuated these thermoregulatory effects of central CCK, 

which were novel findings. We also showed that pharmacological blockade of CCK2 receptors 

reduces the late phase of LPS-induced fever. These findings suggest an interaction between 

central CCK signaling and the COX pathway in CCK-induced hyperthermia and in the 

maintenance phase of endotoxin-induced fever. In contrast with the thermoregulatory effects, 

CCK-induced satiety was not influenced by COX inhibition, indicating that, unlike LPS-

induced anorexia, the effects of CCK on food intake are independent from the COX pathway.  

The hyperthermic effect of central CCK has been known for long (59, 60). It was also shown 

that it involves the increased activity of the two main autonomic cold-defense effectors: 

cutaneous vasoconstriction and non-shivering thermogenesis (59, 60). The centrally induced 

hyperthermic effect of CCK is mediated by the CCK2 receptor, which is in contrast with the 

CCK1 receptor-mediated hypothermia in response to peripheral CCK administration (60). We 

showed that the icv administration of CCK caused changes in the neuronal activation in the 

MPO, rRPa, and DA, which brain structures are well-established portions within the efferent 

pathways of autonomic thermoeffector responses (47). In our study (27), centrally administered 

CCK decreased the c-Fos immunoreactivity in the MPO, but increased it in the DA and the 

rRPa. The MPO harbors GABAergic neurons, which tonically suppress brown adipose tissue 

thermogenesis and skin vasoconstriction (38) through their inhibitory projections to the DA and 
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rRPa, from where the sympathoexcitatory drive to brown adipose tissue and skin vessels, 

respectively, is provided (42). Therefore, our findings suggest that CCK reduces the activity of 

GABAergic neurons in MPO, thereby disinhibits the excitatory DA and rRPa resulting in an 

increased sympathetic drive to the autonomic cold-defense effectors. A possible explanation 

for the CCK-induced changes in hypothalamic neuronal activity could be a direct action of 

CCK on CCK2 receptors expressed by these cells. In support of such a scenario, CCK2 receptors 

are found in the hypothalamus of adult rats (22).  

In our study (27), we provided thermophysiological and immunohistochemical evidence for the 

close interaction between CCK signaling and the COX pathway. First, we showed that the 

hyperthermic effect of centrally (icv) administered CCK can be completely abolished by 

nonselective inhibition of COX enzymes with metamizol (also known as dypirone). Then, we 

demonstrated that the same inhibition also prevented the CCK-induced changes in c-Fos 

expression observed in the thermoregulatory nuclei (i.e., in the MPO, DA, and rRPa) of the 

efferent autonomic effector pathway. We also revealed that selective inhibition of COX-2 with 

two different drugs (viz., meloxicam and etoricoxib) blunted the CCK-induced hyperthermia 

practically to the same extent as the nonselective COX enzyme inhibitor. 

Last, we showed that the icv administration of the selective CCK2 receptor antagonist YM022 

attenuated endotoxin-induced fever, which is in harmony with previous results obtained with a 

different CCK2 antagonist (59) and with mice genetically lacking the CCK2 receptor (64). These 

findings provide further evidence for the interaction between CCK signaling and the COX-2 

pathway. Earlier it was also found that the inhibition of CCK2 receptors did not attenuate icv 

PGE-induced hyperthermia (60), which indicates that CCK most likely modulates the 
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production of PGE and not its effect on the receptor. In the present study, the CCK2 receptor 

blocker suppressed the late (maintenance) phase of LPS-induced fever. Since the later phases 

of fever are mediated by PGE2 produced mainly in the preoptic hypothalamus (14), our results 

suggest that a CCK2 receptor-mediated effect on cells in this region contributes to the 

development of fever. 

Finally, it should be also mentioned that in the present study metamizol did not influence CCK-

induced satiety and neuronal activation in the VMH. We observed reduced fasting-induced food 

intake after central administration of CCK, which is in accordance with earlier findings (52, 

65). In the VMH, which is a feeding-related brain region expressing CCK2 receptors (36), CCK 

caused an increase in c-Fos expression, which is in line with previous results about increased 

neuronal activity in the VMH after icv CCK administration in vivo (52) or direct CCK 

application in vitro (31). Importantly, however, the inhibition of COX enzymes did not 

influence either of these effects. These results indicate that in contrast with the hyperthermic 

effect, the satiety effect of CCK is independent of the COX pathway.  

In summary, we showed the dependence of central CCK-induced hyperthermia on the COX-2 

pathway, and that central CCK2 receptors are involved in the maintenance of fever. These 

findings advance our understanding of the interactions between CCK signaling and the COX 

pathways in the brain, and as a perspective may identify the CCK2 receptor as a target in the 

management of fever response. 

In the second part of our work, we moved from endogenous to exogenous hyperthermia-

inducing substances and examined the effects of menthol application during physical exercise 
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with a meta-analysis (26). This was important because via its hyperthermic effect menthol may 

increase the risk of exertional heat stroke in athletes. We showed that the application of menthol 

improves TS, TC, and power output during physical exercise. We showed that the use of 

menthol did not lead to compromised warmth-defense responses during physical exercise, since 

it does not affect sweat production, heart rate, and deep Tb. We also identified bodily (viz., 

higher BMI), methodological (i.e., external menthol administration), and environmental factors, 

such air movement (fan use) and higher Ta, which enhance the beneficial effects of menthol on 

performance time. 

As a summary of the second part of our work, our findings suggest that menthol can be safely 

used during physical exercise to improve thermal perception. Due to its beneficial effects on 

TS and TC, it can be used as an alternative to mitigate the impact of heat exposure on the 

individuals. External application of menthol in a warmer environment with air movement is 

more efficient, especially in subjects with higher BMI than 23. The validation of our results in 

targeted human trials is subject for future research. 

 

6. Conclusions 

In our work, we studied hyperthermia from two different aspects: 1) we investigated the effect 

of CCK as an endogenous hyperthermic substance and modulator of fever in an experimental 

model, and 2) we assessed the risk of the hyperthermic effect of menthol during physical 

performance in human subjects with a meta-analysis. It is well established that increased deep 
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Tb can be a useful tool to fight infections, but in certain cases it may be harmful for the host, 

e.g., in severe systemic inflammation (like septic shock) or in heat stroke caused by excessive 

heat load. In such cases the extremely high temperature can lead to irreversible brain damage, 

thus it is important to know the regulatory factors, mediators, and modulators of elevated deep 

Tb. As conclusion of our work, we found that COX-2 mediated the hyperthermic response to 

CCK, which also plays an important role in the maintenance of fever, thereby it may serve as a 

therapeutic target in treatment of systemic inflammation (27). Furthermore, we assessed 

whether the application of menthol during physical exercise increases the risk of exertional heat 

stroke and we found that menthol does not influence the thermophysiological parameters 

(including deep Tb) in humans, therefore it can be safely applied to improve thermal tolerance 

and sport performance (26). 
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